JENSEN PRESENTS MIYO AT THE 35TH ANNIVERSARY ORAL DESIGN INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM IN HOLLYWOOD

Jensen Dental participated in the 35th Anniversary Oral Design International Symposium in Hollywood on September 15 and 16 where several hundred dental laboratory owners and technicians from all over the world came together at the Loews Hollywood Hotel to learn, be inspired, share and collaborate. Attendees of the symposium saw first-hand the synergy of the latest materials, techniques coupled with technology and artistry.

Oral Design was founded in 1982 by master ceramist Willi Geller to increase and improve the cooperation and communication between technicians and dentists to improve patients’ oral health and self-image. Over the years, Oral Design members together with the dental industry have refined a variety of techniques and methods, created, and evaluated new materials and skills to be able to create the most life-like restorations possible.

“MiYO was born with one mission: Make every restoration a work of art.” – James Choi

James Choi (above) demonstrated the new MiYO Esthetic Finishing System in Jensen’s booth during the symposium. He showed attendees new ways to utilize their ceramic skills to achieve esthetics that mimic natural teeth more easily than ever before. James demonstrated to attendees that the flexibility of MiYO truly allows you to Make It Your Own, and emphasized, “with MiYO, your imagination is your only limit.”

To learn more about MiYO – visit www.jensendental.com/miyo
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